
M I X E D  H A N G S



AIMAN 
(b.1984, Singapore) 
Lives and works in Singapore

Aiman is an interdisciplinary artist, a graduate from Lasalle-SIA College of 
the Arts class of 2004. He has had three solo exhibitions in Singapore—the 
most recent one held in Nov 2021 (The Significance Of It All Is The 
Insignificance Of It All)  and the one before that in 2018 (The Evolution of 
Eian & Eien). He has also previously participated in art fairs and exhibitions 
both in Singapore and overseas, including Art Stage Singapore and Jakarta 
(2017/2018), the National Art Gallery of Malaysia, the Sunshine 
International Museum, in Songzhuang, China, and alongside Indonesian 
artists as part of Jogja Open Studios. Aiman’s current practice explores the 
process of self-actualisation and individuation, through paintings, 
performance art, installations and new media.



THE SIGNIFICANCE 
  OF IT ALL 

IS THE INSIGNIFICANCE 
OF IT ALL 

According to Plato, the visible world to which we experience is a 
mere shadow—a poor conception of the world we actually 
belong to. The Significance Of It All Is The Insignificance Of It All 
explores this allegory known as Plato’s cave, juxtaposed within 
the archetype of spiritual liberation—an existential pursuit in 
which the divine and the terrestrial combine. 

The series depicts the wilderness—a re-imagination of the world 
portrayed in its most natural state—in the grandeur of its 
genesis. Layered into multiplex narratives, the vistas however 
unveil themselves to be mere illusions, their verity exposed by 
expanding distortions of form—a downward pull from the effects 
of gravity. In allowing the process to take its course, a formless 
state of nothingness is revealed, and the idea of an infinite 
possibility is introduced.



In experiencing both the synergy, and the tensions that arise 
between formlessness and form, The Significance Of It All Is 
The Insignificance Of It All, explore the dynamics between that 
which is tangible—the world of perception, and that which is 
possible—the eternal realms that exists beyond. Additionally, 
the artworks examine the relationships—from both a 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic perspective—between the fall 
of one world, and another struggling to be born. 

By creating a space for introspection, the exhibition presents the 
audience with the opportunity to contemplate—in surrendering and 
deconstructing entire notions of being, how would the dawn of 
a new horizon look like? In the absence of an existing form of 
institutionalisation, what would be the guiding principles in 
which we would choose to live by to ensure liberty for all? And 
most importantly, what can we be doing today to be in 
alignment, and to be of service to that Reality?  

In confronting these insights, one might be goaded to dream, 
articulate, and give birth to a new world. 

Click here for the catalogue

https://www.artporters.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/The-Significance-of-it-all-is-the-insignificance-of-it-all_Catalogue.pdf


#4e6066 

2021 

Oil  on Canvas 

H130 x W180 cm 

Unique



Iwayan Agus Novianto 
Born 1989 in Angsri (Bali)  
Based in Yogyakarta, Indonesia 

Jogjakarta-based Balinese artist Wayan Novi has developed a distinctive personal vision of the 
importance of everyday objects and their beauty in the simple village life he grew up in. 
Novi’s paintings depict vivid memories of himself – growing up in the mountainous Angseri 
village in Bali with its pivotally cold weather, and the kitchen.   The best place for his family 
members and friends to hang out was always near the warmth of the fireplace; in the kitchen. 
His intricate pictures reveal the details his eye captures in and around this living space, and 
through this visual depiction, narrates a series of stories around family, bonds and 
relationships.  

Novi’s dedicated mark-making on a canvas forms an impressionable yet neutral landscape for 
everyday objects to find their place. Having lived amongst farmers since young, his pointillism 
embodies the philosophy of agriculture and its spirit of hard work. Determination eventually 
rewards success and invaluable growth. Every mark inscribed is as if a seed is being planted, 
and with persistence, a beautiful harvest awaits the artist and the viewer – the finished work 
of Novi.

Pg.60



Subak 

2021 

Acryl ic on Canvas 

H150 x W130 cm 

H155 x H135 (with frame) 

Unique



Banyan Tree 

2021 

Acryl ic on Canvas 

H150 x W130 cm 

H155 x H135 (with frame) 

Unique



Wu Kuan-Te, born in Taiwan in 1979, began his creative career in 1995. He graduated from the Fine Arts 
Institute of Taiwan Normal University, and has lived in France for several years starting in 2011. He puts Action 
Painting into practice and mixes in aspects of profound oriental philosophies. He draws inspiration from his 
rich life experiences and keen observations of Mother Nature, revealing the sense of peace and tranquility he 
has found in the vastness of the natural world.  

In an almost ritualistic meditation before the blank canvas, Wu Kuan-Te replaces the brush and executes the 
'subtractive’ oil painting techniques— as opposed to the traditional norm of additive oil painting — by 
scratching away paint with found objects such as branches, stones and seeds, gesturing with the entirety of 
his body, mind and emotion unto each mark. The artist allows his imagination to take its course freely, 
allowing his work to organically grow and develop. The elements in the painting are independent yet they 
intertwine with each other, just like every living thing in the universe — a blade of grass, a big tree, a breeze, 
a cloud, a ripple.  

Through the process of repetitive mark-making, Wu Kuan-Te enters an introspective state, reflecting pure 
imageries of nature in his strokes. It's as if a seed has fallen onto the canvas, and blossoms exuberantly. The 
paintings expand naturally and freely, establishing a free-spirited essence. To quote Chinese philosopher 
Zhuangzi, All existing things are really one. The artist believes everything is ultimately connected, and is a 
part of a bigger picture, and these components are sometimes contradictions that are able to somehow 
coexist perfectly.

Wu Kuan-Te



⼤大地⽣生息  Breath of  Li f e  

2020 

Oil  on Canvas 

H89.5 x W145.5 cm 

Unique



星塵  Stardust 

2021 

Oil  on Canvas 

D100 cm 

Unique



Jamie Tan  
b. 1990, Singapore 

Jamie Tan explores the formal possibilities of colour through layered blocks of gradation   — all 
varied in its arrangement investigating the binary, or lack  thereof, between contrasting and 
complementary colours that seemingly expand, recede and overlap within its own boundaries. 
He emphasises that the character of colour is in its ability to trigger feelings through their 
alternating moods, peculiarity and significance all at once , a multi-fold sensation in which 
colours embeds itself into our memory at a particular moment in time.



Your Sunset Memory 

2019 

Oil  on Linen 

H120 x W88 cm 

Unique



Leap of  Faith 

2021 

Oil  on Linen 

H100 x W90 cm 

Unique



Jamie Teo  
b. 1996, Singapore 

Drawn by the peculiar sensation of not being able to focus on any particular area within the 
surface of colours in her abstract works,  Jamie Teo invites viewers to experience a different 
approach to seeing  by  meticulously blending colours to both create and investigate its 
movement and ambiguous outcomes.  

Her paintings embody a sense of tension that lingers between the stillness and phenomenal 
movement where colours begin to change the longer you look at them. Areas of unique, 
impulsive textured brushstrokes are built up from the rigid process of pushing thick 
accumulated paint back and forth.  

This juxtaposition from the smooth and flat gradient surface captures fleeting moments where 
colours merge and break apart from each other within an ever-changing field of stillness, 
evoking a visual interaction between the viewer and the work, seeing and experiencing an 
intangible in-between.



Untitled (Naples Rose, Neutral  Grey, Manganese Violet  
& Ultramarine Blue) 

2020 

Oil  on Linen 

H120 x W90 cm 

Unique



Chloë Manasseh   
b.1990, London 
Lives and works in Singapore 

Chloë Manasseh’s works have been shown internationally with exhibitions in the USA, 

UK, Italy, Israel and Singapore. She has collaborated extensively with artists, musicians, 

clothing and interior designers on various projects around the world. Working between 

painting, print, video and installation, her work sits between experience and imagination, 

and considers the limits of representation in relation to the wholeness of experience. 

Exploring the fragility of vision and ideas of remixing reality, she reflects on the 

relationship between individual and collective memory, her identity within space and her 

forged identity within new spaces.  

Manasseh was invited by The British High Commission to showcase a series of works from 

21 January to 21 May 2019 in an exhibition titled “The Fruitfulness of Forgetting”, inspired 

by Eden Hall, the historical bungalow where her late grandfather was born and currently 

the residence of the High Commissioner. While The Fruitfulness of Forgetting was 

inspired by her paternal roots, the upcoming CASA exhibition explores her maternal 

roots, following a defining two years in her life during which time she finished a masters 

and got married in Singapore.  

Pg.60



CASA 
Chloë Manasseh is a British Israeli artist, with familial roots in Morocco, Iraq, Portugal, Britain, Israel, India, 

and Singapore, etc. Her paternal family is of Jewish Baghdadi origin and was originally settled between 

Calcutta (India) and Singapore, contributing to the establishment of a Jewish community here in Singapore. 

The artist’s mother was born in Casablanca (Morocco), living there for a short while before her family, like 

many others, journeyed to Israel via Marseille (France). Having already established a career in Europe with 

notable projects and residencies across the continent as well as in the US, Manasseh’s journey of self-

discovery has continued in this latest exhibition in Singapore.  

CASA is an exploration of Manasseh’s Sephardic roots, reflecting on how one’s concept of home and 

identity shifts over time. The works delve into Jewish folklore, and such folklores, much like memories or 

landscapes, are imprecise and subject to change. Manasseh is interested in the imprecision of memory and 

the process by which imagination can intrude on physical space, influencing how people establish a 

connection to it, demonstrating how we inhabit space through visual identity.

Chloë Manasseh’s Maternal Great-Grandparents in Safi, Morocco

Pg.2



“According to Antonio Muñoz Molina’s book ‘Sepharad’, his exploration of displacement in many 

Sephardic Jewish families aligns with my undercurrent nostalgia for the absence of the other, providing an 

“option of identity for the people of the Mediterranean”. If I consider the absent other in my origin, 

identity and roots, I reflect on Morocco; a Moroccan family who stayed behind, whom I may never know, 

my identity as a Moroccan Sephardic Jew, and as a Jewish woman.” 

Featuring wall paintings, two-sided folding screens, a tile installation and pots, viewers will be 

transported to an alternate Morocco born from the artist’s vivid imagination. The works in CASA will 

evoke differing experiences of being indoors and outdoors, exploring memories of absence, the value of 

tradition, and the search upwards for the divine. Perhaps, the connecting factor is not only the roots 

created on the ground, but the unconscious collective desire of the Jewish people to be re-connected 

and together once more; instead of looking down, we look up.  

The curation of the works will create a path for the viewer, where they will be confronted with domestic 

space. Inspired by Manasseh’s Moroccan heritage, strong vibrant colours and heavily patterned botanical 

surfaces, alongside the natural landscape, evoke a search for the others. Vertiginous works force the 

imaginative gaze of the viewer upwards, looking through an expanse of trees, exploring perceptions of 

identity and rootedness within a given landscape.

Pg.3

Click here for the catalogue

https://www.artporters.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/CASA_Catalogue.pdf


Seed 

Large 1  

2021 

Oil  on Cement 

L38 x W38 x H39 cm 

Unique



Seed 

Medium 2 

2021 

Oil  on Cement 

L38 x W38 x H39 cm 

Unique



Seed 

Medium 3 

2021 

Oil  on Cement 

L38 x W38 x H39 cm 

Unique



Planted 

Medium 4 

2021 

Oil  on Cement 

D35 x H38 cm 

Unique



Chok Yue Zan  
b.1994, Malaysia 

Winner of the prestigious 2017 UOB Painting of the year (Malaysia) Competition, 

young Kuala Lumpur based artist Chok Yue Zan is an emerging force in the 

contemporary art world. Born in Tauwar, Sabah, Zan grew up with his grandparents, in 

a forested environment surrounded by lush greenery and breathtaking sceneries. It 

was his sanctuary, a space of unbridled happiness which he considers his lost 

paradise. His art is inspired heavily by the nostalgia of said paradise and the singular 

theme of past, present, and future. Zan believes that one’s memories of the past can 

have a very tangible effect on one’s future. 

In his craft, Zan explores various media in a contemplative and conceptual approach. 

He constantly questions the origins and functions of different materials, and is a 

proponent of mixing and combining different materials and art techniques to form a 

unique visual language. His modus operandi of consummately balancing creativity, 

emotions and technicality makes him one of the most all-rounded and exciting young 

artists in our region today.



The Joyful  Moment, In Mind II  

2018 -  2019 

Acryl ic,  Charcoal and Oil  on Canvas 

H120 x W140 cm 

Unique



Line no. 3 

Suthee Eursir iphornrit  

2017 

Acryl ic on Canvas 

H100 x W100 cm 

Unique



Sue Gray 
b. 1971, Benoni, South Africa 

Sue Gray’s interest in objects began when she studied textile design and 
started her working career as a magazine stylist in Cape Town, South Africa. 
Her keenness to collect and arrange things gives her unique eyes to seek 
beauty within the ordinary and beyond. Sue’s personal space has transitioned 
naturally onto the canvas as an ever-changing still life when she started her 
practice as a self-taught, realistic oil painter in 2001.



Bottle  #9b 

2022 

Giclée print on f ine art  paper,  hand f inished 

with gauche paint,  ink pen and gold leaf 

H90 x W50 (unframed) 

H93 x W 53 cm (framed) 

Edit ion of 24* 

*Each print is  f inished in a sl ightly different manner, making each edit ion of the series unique



Arnaud Nazare-Aga 

Arnaud Nazare-Aga was born in 1965 in Paris. Famous for smoothly finished, vibrantly coloured, 
voluptuous sculptures that bring much joy to collectors and amateurs, Arnaud has exhibited 
regularly in Singapore — notably at The Fullerton Hotel and around Marina Bay, at the Alliance 
Française, at the Philatelic Museum, and with Art Porters Gallery. 

The limited editions artworks, hand made in Arnaud’s Bangkok studio, uniquely combine resin 
and marble powder for the smaller pieces, and resin reinforced with fibreglass for the larger 
ones, coated with dozens of layers of high gloss UV resistant paint and varnish.  

In 2017, Arnaud launched a collection of sumo-totems, and in 2018 a fun bear collection in 
seating, lazy and dancing positions, all available in assorted sizes. His most important art project 
to date is The Little Prince collection, commissioned by the Saint-Exupéry Foundation, directly 
inspired by the famous French literary work, making the drawings that accompany the book 
accessible to the blind. Arnaud is most famous for the collections of sumos, hippos, whales…, 
created under the name Artheline with Adeline Buenaventura. 

Arnaud developed a passion for modern sculpture and architecture since childhood. Educated in 
a Tibetan Buddhist community in Burgundy, he later trained as a plasterer moulder. Arnaud 
designed and realised many carved decorations of Buddhist temples in France, such as the 
Temple of a Thousand Buddha near Autun.



Lazy Bear -  Bubble 

2017 

Hand-painted sculpture in resin, 

marble powder, f ibreglass,  acryl ic paint & 

anti-UV marine hi-gloss lacquer 

M: H23 x W25.5 x L50 cm 

Edit ion 2 of 24



Light of  Ocean Welcome 

2017 

Hand-painted sculpture in resin, 

marble powder, f ibreglass,  acryl ic paint & 

anti-UV marine hi-gloss lacquer 

S: H22 x W16 x L37.5 cm 

Edit ion 4 of 99



Flammetta Yel low 

2017 

Hand-painted sculpture in resin, 

marble powder, f ibreglass,  acryl ic paint & 

anti-UV marine hi-gloss lacquer 

S: H17 x W15 x L15.5 cm 

Edit ion 47 of 50



B. Nice Dancing 

Hand-painted sculpture in resin, 

marble powder, f ibreglass,  acryl ic paint & 

anti-UV marine hi-gloss lacquer 

S: H33.5 x W18 x L22 cm 

Edit ion 3 of 99



Splash Sitting  

Hand-painted sculpture in resin, 

marble powder, f ibreglass,  acryl ic paint & 

anti-UV marine hi-gloss lacquer 

S: H18.5 x W17 x L30 cm 

Edit ion 9 of 99



Ic l im V2 

2017 

Hand-painted sculpture in resin, 

marble powder, f ibreglass,  acryl ic paint & 

anti-UV marine hi-gloss lacquer 

S: H62 x W24 x L24 cm 

Edit ion of 99



GALLERY INFO 

Art Porters Gallery, 64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652 
+65 6909 0468 
Daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm (Monday by appointment) 

Guillaume Levy-Lambert           guillaume@artporters.com           +65 9815 1780 

Sean Soh                                    sean@artporters.com                   +65 9105 9335 

Melvin Sim                                  artologist@artporters.com            +65 9144 7468 

www.artporters.com 
www.facebook.com/artporters 
www.instagram.com/artporters
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